CaféTO
CURB LANE CAFÉ GUIDELINES 2022

About this Guidebook
This Guidebook, which is authorized under §742-2.1D of City of Toronto Municipal Code
Chapter 742 (Sidewalk Cafés, Parklets and Marketing Displays), provides guidelines
for curb lane cafés for the 2022 summer café season. These guidelines include the
minimum requirements that restaurants and bars must meet to operate a curb lane
café as part of the CaféTO Program.
Please review these guidelines carefully and plan ahead to ensure compliance. For
additional information, refer to Chapter 742.
The City of Toronto retains discretion to review installations in the right-of-way
on a case-by-case basis considering factors such as limited frontage options, past
complaints reported at the address, non-compliance with the CaféTO guidelines and
conditions imposed by Community Council in similar local circumstances.
These guidelines are subject to change and cafés are only permitted in accordance
with all requirements of the Province of Ontario and the City of Toronto, including
statues, bylaws, regulations, orders and guidelines. Information will be updated to
reflect evolving public health regulations as they are released. Keep up to date on
requirements by visiting toronto.ca/CafeTO and reviewing this Guidebook regularly.

Written
permission is
required from the
City of Toronto
to operate a curb
lane café
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Applying for
a Curb Lane Café
Restaurants and bar operators who wish to operate a curb lane café must follow the
below steps to participate in the CaféTO Program:
1. V
 isit toronto.ca/CafeTO to register. You must apply to operate a curb lane café in
2022, even if you have participated in the program before. You must successfully
apply by 11:59 p.m. on April 2, 2022 to ensure your application for a curb lane
café is reviewed and approved by the start of café season. Applications will remain
open after April 2, but curb lane café space will not be guaranteed.
2. O
 nce you complete your registration, City staff will review your application and
submitted documents for compliance with these guidelines and Chapter 742.
City staff will also review your past compliance with other applicable bylaws
(e.g. City of Toronto Municipal Code Chapter 591 (Noise)) and legislation (e.g.
Health Protection and Promotion Act, Reopening Ontario (A Flexible Response
to COVID-19) Act, 2020, Liquor Licence Act and any regulations under any such
legislation).
3. If your application is acceptable, you will be contacted with more information
about the date of installation for your curb lane closure.
4. S
 uccessful applicants will receive an official Municipal Clearance Letter to
participate in the CaféTO program, which will identify the conditions of the
approval. Applicants will only be able to use the City space identified in this
letter for the period of time specified and in accordance with the conditions in the
approval.
5. A
 t the end of the season, you will be notified about the date of the removal of your
curb lane café. All café items must be removed from the curb lane by this date. All
curb lane cafés will be removed by November 7, 2022.
An application may be refused in accordance with §742-3.2A of Chapter 742 (modified
as necessary) or if the past conduct of the applicant gives the City reason to believe
that they will not operate in accordance with the law.

IMPORTANT
FOR

2022

Operators that apply after the April 2, 2022 registration deadline
may not receive their preferred café space. In some cases, a
café installation for a late applicant may not be possible.
Restaurant and bar operators looking to install a patio on private
property do not need to register with CaféTO. More information
on installing a patio on private property is available at:
toronto.ca/CafeTO
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Introduction
The City of Toronto, through the CaféTO program, is offering local
restaurant and bar operators with a municipal business licence
access to public space on city streets to expand outdoor seating
capacity.
Any cafés in the curb lane must meet the design and operational
requirements set out in this Guidebook and Chapter 742, including
but not limited to, obligations related to health and safety,
accessibility, equipment (e.g. fencing, barriers, ramps and planters),
and insurance and indemnification requirements. Pedestrian mobility,
physical distancing and road safety requirements must be met for
this program to be successful for all members of the public.
The City of Toronto has prepared this document to summarize the
essential information required to safely operate curb lane cafés,
where possible, for the 2022 café season.

NEW
FOR
2022

If you would like to operate a café on the sidewalk you must
now apply for a permanent sidewalk café permit if you do
not already have one. This includes permitted R57 cafés that
expanded via the CaféTO program. For more information on
permanent sidewalk cafés and the application process, please
visit toronto.ca/CafeTO.
The sidewalk café application process is different from the
CaféTO curb lane café process, and if you are looking to
operate both in 2022, you must apply for each separately.

Toronto Public Health Requirements
Restaurants and bars in Toronto must operate in accordance with the Health
Protection and Promotion Act and follow current public health guidelines as
developed by Toronto Public Health and the Province of Ontario. Please visit the
Province of Ontario’s website to stay informed. There may be additional requirements
depending on current public health regulations.
Business Improvement Areas (BIA)
BIAs are an integral part of the CaféTO program. If your restaurant or bar is located
within a BIA you should speak to your BIA representative for additional information
and assistance. Please find the list of BIAs here.
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Curb Lane Registration
Temporary Outdoor Dining on City Streets
The City of Toronto is temporarily pausing certain permitting, application and fee
requirements under Municipal Code Chapter 742 (Sidewalk Cafés, Parklets, and
Marketing Displays) to allow for expanded outdoor dining opportunities on the street,
but there remain basic requirements necessary to safely operate a café on city streets
and in the public right-of-way. Please review this document carefully as it is the
operator’s responsibility to ensure that all requirements are met. City staff will ensure
that expanded cafés meet these guidelines and will be visiting establishments to
ensure compliance. Café operators that do not comply with these requirements may
be unable to continue participating in the program.

REGISTRATION
If you wish to operate a curb lane café in 2022 you MUST register with the City of
Toronto, even if you participated in the CaféTO program previously. Please visit
toronto.ca/CafeTO for full registration requirements, which include providing proof
of comprehensive liability insurance and identifying that you have a valid Business
Licence issued by the City of Toronto.

important

You must successfully apply by April 2, 2022 to ensure your
application for a curb lane café is reviewed and approved by
the start of café season. If you apply after that date, the City
cannot guarantee a specific installation date or café location.
Late applicants may not be able to participate in the program,
depending on the streetscape conditions and existing café
locations in their area.

FEES
The City of Toronto recognizes the financial hardships faced by the restaurant industry
as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. There are no fees required to participate in the
2022 CaféTO program.
ALCOHOL SERVICE
The Province of Ontario is temporarily allowing current liquor licence holders to
serve alcohol outside of their officially licensed area without a temporary extension
application to the AGCO. It is the operator’s responsibility to ensure compliance with
all AGCO regulations as well as adhere to any conditions on their liquor sales licence.
Restaurant and bar operators wishing to apply for permanent changes to liquor
licences will still need to apply for approvals through the AGCO.
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Curb Lane
Café
Technical
Guidelines

Curb Lane Café
Technical Guidelines
CURB LANE CAFÉS
Curb lane cafés are outdoor dining areas located in the street, in a parking lane
directly adjacent to a curb. Public safety is the first priority and City staff conduct a
detailed review of each application, and install traffic safety materials to close the lane
and provide space for the café.

Every effort is made to investigate the potential for a curb lane closure, but they are
not guaranteed. Curb lane cafés are not possible within the following areas:
• Commercial or accessible loading or boarding zones
• Certain transit stop zones
• Designated Accessible Parking locations
• Designated taxi cab zones
• Certain bike lane locations
• Areas that would conflict with an active construction zone
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CURB LANE CAFÉ TECHNICAL GUIDELINES
CAFÉ LOCATIONS
Proximity to an intersection limits the ability to close a curb lane to ensure traffic
safety and emergency vehicle access.
Curb lane cafés are not possible within:
Signalized Intersections:
• 30.5 metres of an approaching
signalized intersection measured
from the closest curb edge of an
intersection

Un-signalized intersections:
• 15 metres of an approaching unsignalized intersection measured
from the closest curb edge of an
intersection

• 9 metres beyond a signalized
intersection measured from the
closest curb edge of an intersection

• 9 metres beyond an un-signalized
intersection measured from the
closest curb edge of an intersection

Pedestrian Crossovers:
• 15 metres of a pedestrian crossover
located prior to an intersection

Driveways/Laneways:
• 1.0 metres approaching or beyond a
driveway or laneway

• 9 metres of pedestrian crossover
located beyond the approaching
intersection
When conducting site reviews, staff investigate the streetscape of the area around
your restaurant and may take into account road width, traffic speeds and volumes,
non-standard road geometry, or other potential traffic safety concerns. Curb lane
cafés are not possible in locations where, in the opinion of the General Manager,
Transportation Services, or delegated staff, a curb lane café cannot be safely installed.
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CURB LANE CAFÉ TECHNICAL GUIDELINES

TEMPORARY FENCING
Café operators are encouraged to install temporary fencing, planter boxes or other
items that provide a barrier between the café area and the travelling public. To ensure
safety and accessibility for your patrons, pedestrians and other road others, these
guidelines must be followed:
• A
 vertical barrier between 0.9 and 1.2 metres in height must be in place along the
curb lane closure area at all times. Opaque items (including dense plant material)
must not be greater than 1.0 metre in height, measured from the surface of the
street to preserve sight lines.
• If any part of your fencing is near the pedestrian clearway, the fencing must have
a solid, cane-detectable base, spaced no more than 0.3 metre apart, except for the
accessible entrance which must be at least 1.0 metre wide. Fencing near a sidewalk
should also have a colour contrasted to the sidewalk to make it easily identifiable to
pedestrians.
• A
 ny fencing installed must be free-standing and self-supporting with appropriate
weights. Any delineation items, including their supports, must not project into the
path of travel of cyclists, pedestrians or motor vehicles.
• F
 encing/planter boxes/vertical barrier items must be no less than 1.2 metres from
the travelled path of vehicular traffic (1.5 metres on streetcar routes) to provide
space for cyclists and prevent contact with moving vehicles.
• F
 abric, canvas, plywood, plexiglass or similar materials are not to be used for the
vertical barrier.
• T
 emporary fencing, planter boxes and other vertical barrier materials must have
retro- reflective tape, or reflective flexi-posts at each end of the café area, and
preferably along the full length of the closure area. All other materials must
minimize glare for nighttime road users. Reflective items are widely available for
purchase at hardware stores.

NOT LESS THAN 0.9 METRES
AND NOT MORE THAN 1.2 METRES HIGH
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CURB LANE CAFÉ TECHNICAL GUIDELINES

EMERGENCY ACCESS
If the curb lane closure your café is located in is longer than 15 metres, a review may
be conducted by Toronto Fire Services to determine whether any emergency access
points must be installed as part of your fencing or lateral barrier. Should this be
required, you will be notified in writing by City Staff.
An emergency access point is a space with an easily identifiable and removable piece
of fencing, at least 1m wide, which would allow emergency services the ability to gain
quick access to the sidewalk from the road. An example of an emergency access point
could be removable wooden boards, suspended by brackets.

wooden boards or
ropes suspended
by brackets
1m point

Emergency
Access Gap

TEMPORARY FENCING
It is not safe to enter a live lane of traffic to install fencing, planter boxes or other
delineation items. Ensure you remain within the boundaries of your closure area
during installation.

important
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If your curb lane café installation no longer requires City of Toronto
provided equipment (candlestick pylons and connectors), please
email cafeto@toronto.ca with your restaurant name and address
and City crews will pick them up. Ensure items are neatly placed
next to your café and are not impeding cyclists or pedestrians while
waiting for collection.

CURB LANE CAFÉ TECHNICAL GUIDELINES
DELINEATION OF SPACE/ALLOCATION OF SPACE
In order to ensure equitable access to the CaféTO program, the City of Toronto
reserves the right to delineate space in the curb lane and assign it to successful
CaféTO registrants. CaféTO makes every effort to accommodate requests for café
space in the curb lane, but important factors including public safety, accessibility,
equity and other design considerations are taken into account when space is assigned.
As a result of the unique nature of individual curb lane closures, restaurant operators
may be assigned space that is not directly in front of their establishment. Similarly,
other businesses may have dining furniture belonging to a neighbouring restaurant or
curb lane closure equipment located in front of their business.
In order to achieve a balance of curbside uses, CaféTO staff may designate other
dedicated curbside uses in the vicinity of closure areas including loading zones,
bicycle parking, pay and display parking, public parklets, designated waste collection
zones and other uses as required to support restaurants and other businesses.
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Accessibility

ACCESSIBILITY

ACCESSIBILITY AND CURB LANE CAFÉS
It is important to consider accessibility when designing all aspects of your café area.
Your establishment must adhere to the following accessibility standards:
• E
 nsure that you maintain barrier-free access and sidewalk clearance for people
using mobility devices, especially when considering the placement of your café
equipment and customer queuing areas.
• Provide accessible access to your café with a minimum width of 1 metre.
• A
 ccessible access can be achieved through two methods, installation of a temporary
platform or installation of a temporary accessibility ramp.
It is the responsibility of the business owner to comply with the Accessibility for
Ontarians with Disabilities Act (AODA) at all times.
If it is found that your café does not have an accessible entrance with either a
temporary ramp or a platform in accordance with these guidelines, enforcement
officers may require you to provide this these facilities. Repeat complaints may result
in a removal of café permissions.
TEMPORARY PLATFORMS/DECKS
Temporary platforms or decks are placed in the curb lane to provide a raised, stepfree sidewalk-level walking and seating surface for café patrons that conforms to the
Ontario Building Code and the Accessibility of Ontarians with Disabilities Act (AODA).

NEW
FOR
2022

Temporary platforms or decks are the best way to achieve
accessibility for your café. In order to help restaurant
operators meet their accessibility requirements, the City
is introducing a grant of up to $7,500 per applicant, to help
reduce the costs of constructing and installing a temporary
platform as well as other eligible site improvements. More
information on the CaféTO Property Improvement Program can
be found here.

APPLYING FOR A TEMPORARY PLATFORM/DECK
You must receive written approval from the City before constructing your platform,
which requires a separate application that must be completed. This application can be
found on toronto.ca/CafeTO.
As part of this application, there are submission requirements that must be met to
confirm that temporary platforms are built to ensure user safety, compliance with the
Building Code and AODA and that utility infrastructure is protected.
Before you apply for a platform, please ensure you have read and understand these
guidelines.
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ACCESSIBILITY

APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS
If you wish to install a platform or deck, as part of your temporary platform
application you will be required to submit:
Two photos showing the streetscape of the proposed location, one in each
direction (e.g., one facing east, one facing west) showing the curb lane where
your deck or platform is proposed to be located.
CaféTO staff will conduct a preliminary review to determine if a curb lane café and
platform are feasible at this location.
CaféTO staff will contact you with the results of the preliminary review. If the platform
is feasible, you will be asked to produce and submit drawings, at your own expense,
stamped by a structural engineer/architect, or signed by a BCIN (Building Code
Identification Number) licensed designer.
You can find full details about submission requirements and temporary platform
specifications on page 25 in the Appendix.
Temporary platforms are only permitted to be installed during the café season and
must be removed before the scheduled curb lane café removal date.
You are responsible for the disassembly or removal of your platform, at your own
cost, in the event of planned or emergency capital or utility work, as directed by the
General Manager of Transportation Services, or their delegate.
Please note that CaféTO is a temporary program, and permission to install a platform
in 2022 does not guarantee a curb lane café or the ability to install a platform in future
years.
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ACCESSIBILITY

TEMPORARY RAMPS
Temporary Ramps are fabricated ramps that provide a sloped entrance from the
sidewalk into the curb lane café area. If you do not install a temporary platform, a
ramp is the alternative method for providing accessible entrance into your café and
MUST be provided.
A temporary ramp should be in place at all times when your café is open and
operational, it should not be deployed “as needed”.
When obtaining and installing your ramp, ensure that the following requirements are
met:
•
•
•
•
•
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The ramp must be at least 1m wide
The ramp must have a slip-proof surface and be visible at night
The ramp must be stable so that it does not shift or move when used
There must be space at the bottom of the ramp for someone using a
mobility device to turn and navigate into the café area.
Do not affix your temporary ramp to the sidewalk, curb edge or road with
screws, bolts or any other materials.

ACCESSIBILITY

ACCESSIBLE PEDESTRIAN CLEARWAYS
Ensuring accessibility for CaféTO includes meeting requirements from the
Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act (AODA), City of Toronto accessibility
requirements and accessibility criteria specific to the CaféTO program. All accessibility
requirements are equally important and together they create a CaféTO program that is
available to all Torontonians.
The pedestrian clearway is a continuous straight path of sidewalk, clear of all
obstructions and is the most important area of the sidewalk for the safe, accessible
and efficient movement of pedestrians. The sidewalk is how people and customers
of all ages and abilities access local shops, restaurants, offices, transit stops and
other services, and pedestrians have the first priority for its use. It is everyone’s
responsibility to protect the pedestrian clearway. The pedestrian clearway requires
2.1m of space on most sidewalks, with certain wider sidewalks in the downtown core
requiring 2.5m. A list of streets requiring 2.5m is available on page 41 of Chapter 742.
• Do not place café materials in the pedestrian clearway.
• Ensure your café’s delineation has a solid base that is detectable for someone using
a white cane.
• Do not use the pedestrian clearway to queue patrons awaiting their reservation or
table.
• Do not place A-frame signs or other obstacles in the pedestrian clearway.
• Do not lay electrical wires for any appliances (e.g. heaters, lights) across the
pedestrian clearway.
If you place obstructions in the pedestrian clearway, a City of Toronto enforcement
officer will require you to remove these materials upon inspection. Café operators
that are the subject of repeated complaints may have café permissions removed.

2.1m
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ACCESSIBILITY AND CURB LANE CAFÉS

CAFÉ FURNITURE AND FACILITIES
Café operators can make several choices that will increase accessibility for all
Torontonians in their CaféTO areas. Please consider the following when making
decisions about your café elements:
• C
 onsider people using mobility devices when determining what type of
furniture you will set out in your café area. For example, picnic tables
significantly limit the ability of a person using a mobility device to access a
dining surface.
• W
 hen determining seating arrangements in your café area, install some
tables with room underneath to accommodate people using mobility
devices.
• E
 nsure that there are clear routes and maneuvering spaces for people
using mobility devices in your café.
• Advertise whether you have accessible washrooms on your website.
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CaféTO
General
Requirements

CAFÉTO GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

Use of Space
Curb lane cafés are located in the curbside area of the street. The curbside is the
main access point between the road and the sidewalk and may have a number
of competing uses including parking, loading and unloading of goods and people,
cycling facilities and more. It is important that restaurant and bar operators that
are provided with free space to operate cafés in the curb lane are using it to its
maximum community and operator benefit.
Operators must make noticeable and sustained use of their curb lane café area
during normal hours of business operation or risk removal of their curb lane café.
This means CaféTO operators must:
• occupy and use their café area within the first 30 days of installation.
• consistently use their café area regularly throughout any given 30 day period
during the café season.
• operate their café during at least one meal service a day, a minimum of three
times a week.
If there is reasonable suspicion that the café is not in active operation while the
restaurant is open, enforcement action will occur and your CaféTO permit may be
revoked.
Café operations will be monitored through periodic proactive enforcement
patrols and complaints received regarding potentially abandoned cafés will be
investigated. Please note:
• T
 o be considered open and operating, a restaurant or bar must show that it
is prepared to accept customers for dining on the café when they are open,
including having sufficient furniture and staff in place to serve customers.
• A lack of customers does not mean the café is not occupied if the operator is
making reasonable efforts to be able to serve customers in the area.
• Enforcement visits will occur during the business’ normal hours of operation.
For example, a restaurant specializing in brunch will not be visited at night.
• Cold or inclement weather is an acceptable reason not to operate a café.
• Café areas are to be used as primary outdoor dining spaces, not as occasional
seating.
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CAFÉTO GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

Umbrellas and Canopies
• Umbrellas and canopies are a
source of shade for café patrons and
employees, and must be installed
correctly to ensure the safety of
customers and passers- by.
• Canopies are temporary and
removable with no walls or sides.
• The fabric of the umbrella or canopy
must be at least 2.1 metres above the
level of the street.
• Canopies may be 10’x10’ or smaller.
They must be located entirely within
the curb lane café and not encroach
on the sidewalk or roadway.
• All umbrella parts in a curb lane café
must be set back at least 0.8 metres
from either edge of the closure area.
• Umbrellas and canopies must not
protrude into the roadway, as they
may interfere with cyclists or vehicles
passing in close proximity to your
café.
• Umbrellas and canopies must be
properly weighted down to prevent
being blown over by wind.
• Umbrellas and canopies must be
removed from the curb lane during
inclement weather or high winds
so that they do not create a safety
hazard.
• Umbrellas and canopies must be
installed so that there are no issues
with sightlines for motorists.
• Structures and tent installations are
not permitted on public property.
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Lighting
Installing lighting elements can be an
important benefit to your café area in the
evening.
Please ensure your lighting elements
comply with the following guidelines:
• L
 ighting features must be temporary
and comply with all applicable safety
standards and codes.
• E
 nsure no power cables or lighting
elements run over the pedestrian
clearway. Consider battery or solar
powered lights.
• L
 ights must not cast glare for
pedestrians, passing road users or
nearby properties.
• L
 ights cannot be attached to trees,
utilities or other street elements.
• P
 ermission has been granted for your
power source if it is not your own.

Waste Collection
• Restaurants and bars that receive
night time waste collection from the
City of Toronto should continue to place
their bins at curbside on your regular
collection night.
• If a curb lane closure prevents you
from placing your bins in front of your
establishment, place them communally
with your neighbours 3 metres away
from the end of the closure area, away
from bike lanes and preferably under a
streetlight, if possible.
• E
 nsure your location’s address is on
your bins.

CAFÉTO GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

Noise
• Ensure that noise arising from the
service of food and alcohol on your
outdoor café, including the conduct of
your patrons, does not disturb local
residents.
• A
 mplified sound is not permitted in any
outdoor dining area.
• D
 espite Chapter 742, all outdoor cafés
may permit acoustic performances on
their outdoor dining area.
• N
 oise and live music must comply
with Chapter 591 – Noise and other
City and Provincial statutes, bylaws,
regulations, orders and guidelines.

Maintenance, Cleanliness and Orderliness
• Keep the curb lane and any other street
areas around their café in a clean and
sanitary condition.
• C
 lear debris and trip or slip hazards
(e.g., cigarette butts, spilled food or
liquids).
• Maintain dining furniture in good repair.
• E
 nsure that patrons are not smoking or
vaping in the café area, or within a nine
metre radius of the perimeter of the café
area.
• N
 o café elements are to be mounted
on or within hard surface street tree
openings, panels or grates.
• O
 utdoor carpeting, artificial turf or other
surface covering may not be placed on
any portion of the sidewalk or street.
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Amplified Live Music Pilot
Despite Chapter 742, establishments in
certain locations may additionally permit
the playing of amplified live music on
their outdoor café.
Where:
• Wards 4 (Parkdale-High Park), 9
(Davenport), 10 (Spadina-Fort York),
11 (University-Rosedale), 13 (Toronto
Centre), 14 (Toronto-Danforth), 19
(Beaches-East York), 21 (Scarborough
Centre)
• C
 afés or CaféTO public parklets on
main streets only (no flankage cafés
on local roads or patios on private
property are permitted to participate)
When:
• Between May 1, 2022 – November 7,
2022
• M
 usic is permitted only within
scheduled times:
• Thursdays and Fridays, 5 to 10 p.m.
• Saturdays, noon to 10 p.m.
• Sundays, noon to 6 p.m.

CAFÉTO GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

!
Removal Authority
The City may take enforcement action
under Articles 13 and/or 14 of Chapter
742 and, in addition, may immediately
remove any café type at the expense
of the operator without reporting to
Community Council where, in the
opinion of the General Manager of
Transportation Services, the café does
not comply with these guidelines,
Chapter 742, other applicable bylaws
(e.g. City of Toronto Municipal Code
Chapter 591 (Noise)) or other municipal
or provincial orders or regulations or
the past conduct of the applicant gives
the City reason to believe they will not
operate in accordance with the law.

Hours of Operation
Cafés in the curb lane on main streets
may serve alcohol until 2 a.m., and
must be vacated by 2:45 a.m., unless
the operator has a condition imposed
on their establishment from Community
Council or the AGCO that requires them
to close earlier, or unless alternate
hours of operation have been imposed
under provincial regulations.

Heating Devices and Fire Safety
Fueled outdoor heaters may be placed
within curb lane cafés provided the
manufacturer’s specifications are met
and Toronto Fire Services guidelines
for placing, storing, and operating them
in outdoor dining spaces are followed.

Fire and Utility Access
• Expanded cafés must maintain
unobstructed emergency access
routes and existing facilities
confirming to the Ontario Building
Code and the Fire Code.

Operators must ensure that all
fire protection equipment is being
maintained as per Ontario Fire Code
regulations. More information about the
safe operation of portable heaters is
available in the Appendix on page 27.
Open-air fires, fire pits, or cooking
devices (including BBQs) are not
allowed within the public right-of-way.
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Curb lane cafés on local roads must
be vacated by 11 p.m., which requires
the business to have their “last call for
alcohol service” at 10:15 p.m. unless
alternate hours of operation have been
imposed by Community Council or
under provincial regulations.

• You must maintain a 1.2 metre
clearance from all fire hydrants or fire
connections.
• Fire hydrants or fire connection
must be visible from the street
and accessible at all times for Fire
Services.
• You must allow City officials and
other utility providers to access
their assets for use or maintenance,
including removing café elements if
required.

Appendix

APPENDIX
TEMPORARY PLATFORM/DECK
SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS AND SPECIFICATIONS:
If you wish to install a platform/deck, you must apply separately. Applications for
temporary platforms can be found at toronto.ca/CafeTO. You will be required to
submit:

important

Two photos showing the streetscape of the proposed location,
one in each direction (e.g., one facing east, one facing west)
showing the curb lane where your platform/deck is proposed
to be located.

CaféTO staff will contact you with the results of the preliminary review. If a platform
is feasible, you will be asked to produce and submit drawings, at your own expense,
stamped by a structural engineer/architect, or signed by a BCIN (Building Code
Identification Number) licensed designer.
After the preliminary review, staff will inform you of the permitted location of your
temporary platform so that you can prepare the required materials. Your submission
will require:
a)	A fully dimensioned plan view of the platform, indicating orientation,
construction materials and overall café footprint dimensions.
b)	1-2 fully dimensioned platform elevations, including the guard/fence
construction materials and details.
c) Any additional construction details or drawings as pertinent to the design.
d)	Applicable notes to the assembly and construction of the platform should it need
to be moved or disassembled for emergency work.
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APPENDIX

SPECIFICATIONS FOR
TEMPORARY PLATFORMS/DECKS
Temporary platforms/decks must meet the following guidelines:
• T
 he platform must be designed by an engineer, architect or BCIN licensed
designer to meet Ontario Building Code and AODA requirements
• Platforms must not exceed the café space allocated to you by the CaféTO program
• P
 latforms may not be affixed to the roadway, sidewalk, or attached to any utilities,
street trees or sidewalk elements
• In order to ensure space for cyclists, the perimeter of the platform, including
the guard or fence, must be a minimum 1.2 metres (1.5 metres on streets with
streetcar service) away from the travelling path of vehicular traffic
• P
 latforms may not be placed over in-ground utilities, such as storm drains, hydro
vaults, maintenance covers, hand wells etc.
• P
 latforms must provide a 1 metre clearance from all other in-ground and above
ground utilities and street furniture to permit maintenance activities, or any other
alternative set- back or clearance requirement as determined by city staff
• P
 latforms must provide a 1.2 metres clearance from any fire hydrant or fire
connection
• O
 paque items (including dense plant material) must not be greater than 1.0
metre in height, measured from the surface of the street, to preserve sight lines
• N
 o roofs, roof supports, retractable roofing, poles, pergolas, arches, trellises,
tents, or tent- like structures are permitted, whether constructed of rigid or
pliable materials, including any decorative items
• F
 abric, canvas, plywood, plexiglass or similar materials are not to be used for the
vertical barrier
• P
 latforms must have retro-reflective tape, or reflective flexi-posts at each end of
the café area, and preferably along the full length of the closure area. All other
materials must minimize glare for nighttime road users. Reflective items are
widely available for purchase at hardware stores.
• A
 pproved locations must meet all curb lane closure requirements and must be
installed within the design of the closure area
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TORONTO FIRE SERVICES PORTABLE HEATER GUIDELINES
Your portable heating appliance must:
• Be certified by CSA/ULC
• Meet the requirements of TSSA Act 2000
• Be designed for outdoor use only
•	Have an anti-tilt feature that automatically shuts off the
heater
•	Be free-standing, with a minimum height of 160 cm (65
inches)
• Table top heating appliances are not permitted
DO install your portable heating appliance:
•	On a non-combustible solid surface (e.g. not on grass or
uneven sidewalk)
•	With a minimum of 1 metre (3 feet) clearance from the base
of the unit to any combustible material

DO NOT install your portable heating appliance:
•	In windy conditions. Wind negatively impacts efficiency and
can create a hazard if the unit is blown over
• Under fire escapes
• Near a combustible structure
•	Adjacent to or otherwise obstructing firefighting equipment
like fire hydrants or connections
•	Within the Tree Protection Zone of any trees. For more
information or to request an exception, please contact your
district Tree Protection and Plan Review office
• Near or attached to any utilities or other street elements
•	If electrical wires need to be placed on the pedestrian
clearway
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FUELED HEATING APPLIANCES
If you choose to use a propane or other fueled heating appliance, please follow these
specific safety guidelines:
• Do not store the unit indoors
• Keep a maximum of one day’s supply of propane on site
• Storage of additional cylinders (including cylinders in cages) is not permitted
in public thoroughfares or sidewalks)
• The maximum allowable propane tank size is a single 9 kg (20 lb) tank
(approximately 10 hours of operation)
• Do not move portable heaters while the flame is still open. Ensure the gas
supply is properly shut off and the unit is cool before relocating
• Follow all manufacturer safety requirements for the safe transportation,
operation, and storage of fuel

important
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The Technical Standards & Safety Authority (TSSA) has released
Patio Heater Safety Guidelines and propane cylinder safety
information. More information is available here.

APPENDIX
Toronto Hydro
Requirements
When installing cafés on the sidewalk or street, there are distance requirements that
must be maintained from Toronto Hydro structures and equipment to ensure that
Toronto Hydro staff can conduct maintenance or make emergency repairs.
Hydro Clearances

FIXED
Café Elements*

Structure Type

TEMPORARY
Café Elements*

Minimum Clearance

In-Ground Cable Chamber
(maintenance holes)
• measured from lid edge

2.0 metres

0.3 metres

In-Ground Hydro Vault
(rectangular grates /steel covers, usually on
sidewalks)
• measured from the perimeter

1.0 metres

1.0 metres

Padmount Transformer or Switchgear
3.0 metres
(e.g. above-ground green box on concrete pad)

3.0 metres

Distribution Pole
(no lighting)

0.6 metres

0.3 metres

Street Lighting Pole

0.6 metres

0.3 metres

Guy Wire/anchor

0.6 metres

0.3 metres
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Toronto Hydro
Requirements
Examples of Toronto Hydro structures and equipment

Cable Chamber

Padmount Transformer or Switchgear

Hydro Vault

Distribution/Street Lighting Pole

Notes:
• CaféTO participants will generally need to follow
the set-back guidelines for “Temporary Café
Elements” as no equipment should be affixed to
any element in the right-of way
• C
 able chambers, distribution poles and street
lighting poles are very common and include BIA
street lighting elements

Guy Wire/Anchor

Carefully review this information and ensure that your
café materials are placed the appropriate distance from
Toronto Hydro structures and equipment.
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CONTACT GUIDE
If your business is located in a Business Improvement Area (BIA), you can contact
your local BIA representative for questions about CaféTO areas. A list of BIAs and
individual representative contact information is available here.

Email cafeto@toronto.ca for questions about:
• The safe installation and removal of curb lane cafés
• Registration including approvals and status
• CaféTO guidelines, including accessibility concerns





Email biaoffice@toronto.ca for questions about:
Communication with Business Improvement Areas,
streetscape areas, and platform grants.
Email businessto@toronto.ca for questions about:
Support for individual restaurant and bar owner/operators,
including potential cultural enhancements,
and public consultation opportunities
Email parkbusiness@toronto.ca for questions about:
Administration, installation, and enforcement of cafés
located adjacent to hard-surfaced park space

Contact Toronto Building for questions about plans for temporary or permanent
structures on private patios or cafés (to ensure they comply with the Ontario Building
Code), local Zoning Bylaws, and other applicable laws and issues related to building
permits where required.
More information on Building Permits and Regulations is available by calling
416-397- 5330 Monday to Friday 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. or by visiting the
Toronto Building website.
Contact dinesafe@toronto.ca or 416-338-7600 for questions about provincial public
health orders, as well as food establishment and food safety inspections under the
DineSafe program.
Contact 311 Toronto for more information about the CaféTO program, or to submit
Service Requests to appropriate City divisions related to café operations, including
complaints/concerns about accessibility.
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